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MEDIA ARTS (MEDI)
MEDI 601 Intermedia Research (3 Credits)
Intermedia Research is a graduate-level course that is part of the Media
Arts M.F.A. program. Taking advantage of NJCU's proximity to one of
the world's foremost cities for art, this course is based on field visits
to contemporary media exhibitions at museums, galleries, media arts
centers. This is not topically arranged; the variation of the content is a
result of variation of sites. On weeks when there is no field visit the class
will focus on digestion/critique of the past visit and preparation for the
upcoming one.

MEDI 602 Graduate Projects (3 Credits)
In this course students will develop their own body of work. First
semester they start developing ideas and doing pre-production research
for what will eventually become their thesis project; the second they
start producing the project; the third they work on post-production of the
project and the written part of their thesis work; the fourth they mount the
final presentation and do self-critique of their work.

MEDI 606 Visiting Artist Studio (3 Credits)
Each semester four visiting artist will present their work to MFA students
and will be available for the day to critique students' work. This is not
topically arranged; the variation of the content is a result of having
different guests. On week when there is not a guest the class will focus
on digestion/critique of the past visit and preparation for the upcoming
one.

MEDI 607 Graduate Seminar (3 Credits)
These change topically each semester. Distinct syllabi have been
approved. Synchronism in the Avant Garde; Non-Fiction in Media; Images,
Meaning and Technology, etc.

MEDI 610 Advanced Video Field Production (3 Credits)
Advanced Video Field Production is a graduate-level studio course
covering all stages of single channel remote television production.
Critical readings, screenings, writing and discussion will complement
hands-on technical instruction. Content, expression, and communication
will be emphasized as much as technical skills involving camera, lighting,
audio, and editing. Careful pre-production planning and thoughtful
structuring of projects are stressed.

MEDI 611 Advanced Video (3 Credits)
Advanced Video is a graduate-level studio course emphasizing the
development of the directorial voice and the evolution of students as
video producers. This course concentrates on ideas, conceptual issues,
and storytelling as much as on technical instruction. The relationship of
form to content is examined, and issues of genre, ethics, journalism, and
narrative are explored.

MEDI 615 Advanced Film/Computer Animation (3 Credits)
Advanced Animation for Film and Video is a graduate-level studio course
exploring the aesthetic and technical principles of 3-D modeling and
animation. Techniques in modeling, lighting, texture mapping, animation,
and rendering are taught.

MEDI 616 Advanced Film/TV Lighting (3 Credits)
This course offers advanced study of the functional and aesthetic
applications of lighting for color and black and white interiors and
exteriors in film and video. By learning technical resources and
participating in practical exercises with a lighting equipment and tools, as
well as by becoming aware of outstanding examples of cinematography
prepares a student for professional studio and location production work.

MEDI 617 Film Practicum: Advanced Cinematography (3 Credits)
This is a graduate-level studio course designed to expand the filmmaker’s
skill in budgeting, production management, lighting, cinematography,
filters, gels, and various film stocks. Technical aspects from choice of
lens to roles and responsibilities of the camera crew are examined.

MEDI 619 Advanced Digital Media II (3 Credits)
Advanced Digital Media II is a graduate-level course on digital time-based
media. Students will expand their knowledge of both the software and
concepts behind the contemporary digital animation. The purpose of the
class is to advance skills using the vocabulary, technology and theory
behind 2-D animation. Main software examined will be Adobe After-
Effects. Advanced Digital Media II is a very demanding class; learning
this software can be done only through constant experimentation and
exercises. Advanced knowledge of Photoshop required.

MEDI 620 Synchronism in the Avant -Garde I (3 Credits)
Course examines the history of modernist Avant-Garde movements, with
a particular emphasis on photographic and cinematic media and their
connection to contemporary media practice.

MEDI 623 Advanced Sound Post Production (3 Credits)
In this advanced graduate-level course students master tools and
techniques required of those producing sound for motion picture
synchronization in the media of film, video and animation. Sound
elements are discussed, developed and employed in visuals. The building
blocks of the modern soundtrack: effects, music, ambience, atmospheres,
dialogue - and techniques such as Foley and ADR - are explored in depth.
The course presents SMPTE time code issues and practical approaches
to resolving common synchronization problems. Students must supply
one original motion picture (film/video/animation) for soundtrack
creation. Studio course.

MEDI 624 Advanced Post-Production Techniques in Video (3 Credits)
In this graduate-level studio course students master advanced tools
and techniques required of those producing sound for motion picture
synchronization in the media of film, video and animation. The building
blocks of the modern soundtrack: effects, music, ambience, atmospheres,
dialogue - and techniques such as Foley and ADR - are explored in depth.
The course presents SMPTE time code issues and practical approaches
to resolving common synchronization problems.

MEDI 1601 Intermedia Research I (3 Credits)
Intermedia Research is a graduate-level course that is part of the Media
Arts M.F.A. program. Taking advantage of NJCU's proximity to one of
the world's foremost cities for art, this course is based on field visits
to contemporary media exhibitions at museums, galleries, media arts
centers. This is not topically arranged; the variation of the content is a
result of variation of sites. On weeks when there is no field visit the class
will focus on digestion/critique of the past visit and preparation for the
upcoming one.

MEDI 1602 Graduate Projects I (3 Credits)
In this course students will develop their own body of work. First
semester they start developing ideas and doing pre-production research
for what will eventually become their thesis project; the second they
start producing the project; the third they work on post-production of the
project and the written part of their thesis work; the fourth they mount the
final presentation and do self-critique of their work.
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MEDI 1606 Visiting Artist Studio I (3 Credits)
Each semester four visiting artist will present their work to MFA students
and will be available for the day to critique students' work. This is not
topically arranged; the variation of the content is a result of having
different guests. On week when there is not a guest the class will focus
on digestion/critique of the past visit and preparation for the upcoming
one.

MEDI 1607 Graduate Seminar I (3 Credits)
These change topically each semester. Distinct syllabi have been
approved. Synchronism in the Avant Garde; Non-Fiction in Media; Images,
Meaning and Technology, etc.

MEDI 2601 Intermedia Research II (3 Credits)
Intermedia Research is a graduate-level course that is part of the Media
Arts M.F.A. program. Taking advantage of NJCU's proximity to one of
the world's foremost cities for art, this course is based on field visits
to contemporary media exhibitions at museums, galleries, media arts
centers. This is not topically arranged; the variation of the content is a
result of variation of sites. On weeks when there is no field visit the class
will focus on digestion/critique of the past visit and preparation for the
upcoming one.

MEDI 2602 Graduate Projects II (3 Credits)
In this course students will develop their own body of work. First
semester they start developing ideas and doing pre-production research
for what will eventually become their thesis project; the second they
start producing the project; the third they work on post-production of the
project and the written part of their thesis work; the fourth they mount the
final presentation and do self-critique of their work.

MEDI 2606 Visiting Artist Studio II (3 Credits)
Each semester four visiting artist will present their work to MFA students
and will be available for the day to critique students' work. This is not
topically arranged; the variation of the content is a result of having
different guests. On week when there is not a guest the class will focus
on digestion/critique of the past visit and preparation for the upcoming
one.

MEDI 2607 Graduate Seminar II (3 Credits)
These change topically each semester. Distinct syllabi have been
approved. Synchronism in the Avant Garde; Non-Fiction in Media; Images,
Meaning and Technology, etc.

MEDI 3601 Intermedia Research III (3 Credits)
Intermedia Research is a graduate-level course that is part of the Media
Arts M.F.A. program. Taking advantage of NJCU's proximity to one of
the world's foremost cities for art, this course is based on field visits
to contemporary media exhibitions at museums, galleries, media arts
centers. This is not topically arranged; the variation of the content is a
result of variation of sites. On weeks when there is no field visit the class
will focus on digestion/critique of the past visit and preparation for the
upcoming one.

MEDI 3602 Graduate Projects III (3 Credits)
In this course students will develop their own body of work. First
semester they start developing ideas and doing pre-production research
for what will eventually become their thesis project; the second they
start producing the project; the third they work on post-production of the
project and the written part of their thesis work; the fourth they mount the
final presentation and do self-critique of their work.

MEDI 3606 Visiting Artist Studio III (3 Credits)
Each semester four visiting artist will present their work to MFA students
and will be available for the day to critique students' work. This is not
topically arranged; the variation of the content is a result of having
different guests. On week when there is not a guest the class will focus
on digestion/critique of the past visit and preparation for the upcoming
one.

MEDI 3607 Graduate Seminar III (3 Credits)
These change topically each semester. Distinct syllabi have been
approved. Synchronism in the Avant Garde; Non-Fiction in Media; Images,
Meaning and Technology, etc.


